AMERICAN CRAFTS NEAPOLITAN RECIPE CARD
Designed by Aphra Bolyer
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:
Left Page:

Right Page:

Silly Skedaddle:
Twinkling Lights:
Dreamy Days:

(1) 4” x 10.5” block
(1) 1” x 11.25” notched strip
(1) .5” x 11” notched strip

Silly Skedaddle:
Twinkling Lights:
Dreamy Days:

Photos Needed:

(1) 5” x 7” vertical, (4) 2” x 2” square
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(1) 4” x 10.5” block
(1) 1” x 11.25” notched strip
(1) .5” x 11” notched strip

LEFT PAGE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use Bazzill Pretty Peach cardstock as base.
2. Adhere Silly Skedaddle paper block 3.5” from bottom edge and flush with right edge of page.
3. Adhere Twinkling Lights paper strip .75” above first strip and flush with right edge of page.
4. Adhere Dreamy Days paper strip overlapping previous strip and flush with right edge of page.
5. Mount 5” x 7” photo on white and grey cardstock and adhere as shown.
6. Cut out four Polaroid blocks from Dreamy Days paper and adhere as shown.
7. Add two 2” x 2” photos onto two of the Polaroid blocks.
8. Embellish as shown.
RIGHT PAGE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use Bazzill Pretty Peach cardstock as base.
2. Adhere Silly Skedaddle paper block 3.5” from bottom edge and flush with left edge of page.
3. Adhere Twinkling Lights paper strip .75” above first strip and flush with left edge of page.
4. Adhere Dreamy Days paper strip overlapping previous strip and flush with left edge of page.
5. Cut out seven Polaroid blocks from Dreamy Days paper and adhere as shown.
6. Add two 2” x 2” photos onto two of the Polaroid blocks.
7. Embellish as shown.
**Alphabets and other items used for Titles and Journaling are not always included in the monthly kit. Substitute something suitable from your own
stash or print something up on your computer! Our Recipe Card layouts and directions also sometimes include “common scrapbooking staple items”
such as brads, buttons, mounting cardstock and ribbon that can be easily substituted with something from your stash for that little extra “zing” on
your pages if desired.

